
 
 

"Creativity doesn't wait for that perfect moment. It 
fashions its own perfect moments out of ordinary 
ones." -- Bruce Garrabrandt                                                       

The world is currently facing an unprecedented trial owing to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. However, we, the staff of ISWK, felt that it is of 
the utmost importance to keep the spirit of ISWK high. As it is rightly 
said, “Creative thinking inspires ideas, ideas inspire change.” To 
encourage and nurture every child’s natural creative flair we had 
organized the ‘TALENTZ SPECTRUM WEEK - Part I’ for Classes 1-V 
from the 5th of July to the 9th of July, 2020. 
Our class I students showcased their skills in Alphabet and Number 
Drawing, or Model Making with Lego Blocks or with the materials of 
their choice, while the Class II students took part in Paper Plate Craft, 
Vegetable Printing, and Origami. Our Class III students had the option 
to choose from making Art Seed Collages, Origami Aquariums and 
Face Masks whereas the Class IV students could choose from Collage 
Making, Finger Puppet Making, and Best Out of Waste Art. The 
students of Class V could participate in Poster Making, Card Making, 
and Shoebox Ecosystem Art. Apart from art and craft there were 
dance and music sessions wherein children performed live and 
enthralled the audience. 
The children were guided through the process as and when required. 
It was heart-warming to watch the enthusiasm of the children which 
overcame all barriers of social distancing. It was a great pleasure to 
watch the little hands at work. These wonderful moments were 
captured by the parents and sent to the teachers, who in turn 
compiled them and created videos. These were sent to the children as 
mementos. The event was a great success due to the collaboration 
of the teachers, students and parents. We look forward to continuing 
this enriching educational experience for our children with their 
ongoing cooperation in ‘TALENTZ SPECTRUM WEEK - Part II’. 
 



 


